
SIM newsletter - July 2013 – 

 

This monthly newsletter is sent to all the hamradio, interested by SIM and digimodes. 

You can always let me know by e-mail if you no longer wish to receive this information. 

 

Congratulations ! 

 

You are numerous to take profit of your holidays and try sim-psk software. 

 

Today, after only 10 month of existence,  it is used by more than 16000 OMs,  living in  120 

different countries of the world !  

As you can observe on "psk-reporter", from day to day, a lot of new hamradio begin to use 

this mode. It’s great ! 

 

Of course, sim-psk31  is not quite finalized yet…  we'll  have yet to verify and correct some 

forms of our macros, as well in french as in others languages. 

Things are made in order of importance, with bug's corrections coming in first... so stay 

patient, and  If you discover a problem, don't hesitate to warn us.  

 

Actually SIM’s "macro" messages that you receive during a QSO can already be automatically 

translated into eight languages, so you can probably choose to read these messages in your 

own language...  but some others might be added to that list with help of volonteers...  

Notice :  

Unfortunately, all alphabets could not be used... all of them are not compatible  with our 

latin characters... ( Some languages require the installation of specific drivers. It is not 

acceptable to multiply the drivers. ) 

 

Of course, there are always some items to ameliorate, but thanks to Nizar,  whom does 

program  its software in full time, sim-psk31 becomes better each day ! 

 

If you are using an ADIF  Logbook, you probably know that sim-psk gives now the possibility 

to export in this format and then  to upload to e-qsl without living the program... 

You can also certify and upload the produced ADIF file,  with T-QSL if you are using LoTW... 

 

So, we can tell that most hamradio utilities are now available from sim-psk31. And don't 

worry if something is missing, just tell us and if it is possible to do it, you can trust Nizar, he 

will give you asap this new function ! 

 

In return, I ask you just one thing : give life to sim-psk ,  

Use it for your QSOs ; it's a so performant mode that you shouldn’t live without it ! 

 

Thank you,  and nice holidays. 

 

Dany ON4NB   Dany.surquin@gmail.com    

Web pages :   http://www.on4nb.be/index.php 

http://www.on4nb.be/sim31.htm 


